Abstract-Modern technologies have reached our garage to secure the cars and entrance to the residences for the demand o f h igh security and automated infrastructure. The concept of intelligent secure garage systems in modern transport management system is a remarkable example of the co mputer interfaced controlling devices. License Plate Recognition (LPR) process is one of the key elements of modern intelligent garage security setups. This paper presents a design of an automated secure garage system featuring LPR process. A study of templates matching approach by using Optical Character Recognition (OCR) is implemented to carry out the LPR method. We also developed a prototype design of the secured garage system to verify the application for local use. The system allo ws only a predefined enlisted cars or vehicles to enter the garage while blocking the others along with a central-alarm feature. Moreover, the system maintains an update database of the cars that has left and entered into the garage within a part icular duration. The vehicle is d istinguished by the system mainly based on their registration number in the license plates. The tactics are tried on several samples of license plate's image in both indoor and outdoor setting.
I. Introduction
All the essential daily equipment in our life is becoming automat ic. Th is saves a lot of time and energy as well. Garage doors are also becoming automatic. The security system of garage-doors is one of the important issue in our offices and residences. The security problem of a garage has been investigated for the last decade [1] . Many researchers have proposed various methods of security systems [2, 3] . Each of these systems has its own advantages and disadvantages [4] . Most of the modern garages have security systems, which detect vehicles authentication while entering and exit ing [5] . However, these security systems often prevent accommodating equip ment and some are unattractive solution for the existing system. It is clear that efficient garage security system today involves interdisciplinary research areas. In modern security system, the image processing, microcontroller and sensor technologies play an important role [6] . Considering the fact, the objective of the work was to develop a security system for an automat ic garage door. The security system has a way of identifying a car and, if the car is authorized to enter the area, the door opens and lets the car to move in. The garage door automatically closes as the car passes through. The door also operates automatically when car moves out-off the garage. This mechanism is done by using LPR Technique. There are many LPR applicat ions in recent days, such as-automatic h ighway toll collection, vehicle theft prevention, enforcement of traffic rules and so on. In this paper, we focused on LPR method interfacing with an automated garage system. A prototype design is also provided with performance evaluation. Rest of the paper is arranged as follows, Methodology in section II, Overv iew of the mechanical part in section III, Image sensing and matching in section IV, Design of the interfacing circu it in section V, Performance analysis in section VI, Features and applications in section VII and Conclusion in VIII.
II. Methodol ogy
Now a days, we see intelligent garage systems with car-maneuvers operated with sensor-fuzzy logic controls and spring layer lifted intelligent garage [7, 8] . Automatic parking control system with lift ing and transferring stereo garage by using IPC and PLC are being implemented in some parts of the first world countries. [9] . So me of these stereo garage devices are lin ked up with network to share information over a fair distance to control the mechanism and secure the operation remotely [10] . So me intelligent parking design and transport management system has been proposed in [11] [12] [13] . In th is paper, we focused on the car's LPR technique to operate an automated secure garage system. Generally, the LPR system consists of four major modules: image sensing, LPR, seg mentation and recognition of specific characters (LPR). A local server contains the list of the cars that are allowed to get in the garage. This database can be edit by any of the house owners or the authority in charge. As soon as the car appears in the front gate, it will activate a sensor which will be liked with a central control system (here we used a pc with MATLAB). The system grabs a picture of the license plate and analyses the reference cars' license plate number. After a successful match, the garage opens automatically allowing the car to get in. While passing the garage, the car again activates a sensor that executes the closing process of the garage doors. The system informs the car owner about the entrance of the car in the garage. The same p rocess repeats when the car wants to get out of the garage. The LPR process is done by gray-image templates matching using optical character recognition process (OCR). The interfacing with the automated garage system is done by simp le control circuits with stepper motor that gives flexib ility to rotate both ways by just changing the phases. Step1 The car approaches in front of the garage and the wheel touches a plate. In addition, a signal passes from the plate through the parallel port of a computer.
Step2 Sensing this signal, MATLAB starts the camera and grabs a picture of the car's license plate. The picture is then stored.
Step3
The stored picture is then processed through Optical Character Recognition and then the number and letters are saved in a text document.
Step4 Image form references are taken and then converted into text. Then the both texts are co mpared. If the image matches, it gives logic 1 to step 5.
Step5 If step 4 gives logic 1, then the motor interfaced by PC rotates and the sliding and cross bar gates open.
Step6 When the car passes the gate, it touches another plate twice (for the front wheel and the back wheel). This sends two simultaneous signals to the PC.
Step7 Then the motor rotates back to close both the doors.
III. Overview of the Mechanical Part
The mechanical part is a miniature of a gate that is shown in Fig. 2 . This gate model is similar to the gate model that we proposed for practical applicat ion. The sturcture is made of wood to get the flexibility of shapes and modificat ion in the workshop. The frame of the gate is constructed on a wooden driveway. The driveway has two sensors at two different p laces, one before approaching the gate and another just after the gate. As these plates act like weight sensors, springs are attached to the plates to ensure the proper operation of the circuit. The gate has two parts. One crossing bar which is in front of the gate a horizontally siding doors that are next to the crossing bar. With the crossing bar, there is a camera attached for the graphical input of the license plate. The sliding doors have rack attached with it on the top. This rack meshes with a pinion that is coupled with two stepper motors. The crossing bar also has a motor coupled, wh ich is used to move the crossing bar up and down. A bo x with wheels attached is used as a car. When a car approaches the first plate, it touches the weight sensor, wh ich closes the input circuit and sends a signal to the computer. The computer turns on the camera and takes the photograph of the license plate of the car. The photo is then filtered and matched with the photos saved in the database (the data is sent electronically), if it matches with any of the cars number in the list, the arrangement o f opening the gates executes. Frist the stepper motor for the bar is switched on with a particular nu mber of rotations and the bar moves up. As soon as the moving bar stops, the gate motor gets the signal for opening. The two sliding door moves in the opposite direct ion making a route for the cars to pass through it. When the car crosses the sliding door, it again touches a weight sensor and closes the circuit (usually the last plate operates after t wo 
IV. Image Sensing and Matching
The image processing and gray level temp late matching part is the heart of this process. The image is first converted to gray level. Than it is converted to binary format to match with individual characters of the reference p icture. Each character is co mpared with a set of temp lates that are stored as a reference model. After that the character is been recognized and stored in a text document. Here in this system we used English alphabets and numerical nu mbers: 36 temp lates (A -Z= 26, 0-9=10) [14] . Changing the set of references, we can change the language of the system. We can also use mu ltip le languages by using more than one set of alphabets and numerical numbers.
Following are the steps how actually the image sensing worksFirst, a library for templates is created. This library contains images of different characters in gray format that can appear on the license plate. This is done before any image capturing or processing is done [15] .
When an image of the license plate is taken, the image is into grayscale. The digital image is then converted to binary image. The white part corresponds to 1 and the black part to 0.
The image contains two parts, one with vast black area and other with white nu mbers on the black background. The number part is separated and appeared in a b lack area with white backg round. The number part itself has parts equal to the nu mber o f characters. These characters in the license plate are co mpared with reference temp lates. The matched template indicates particular alphabets and numerical nu mbers and it is stored in a specific text docu ment (Cars.t xt). Now, as all the license plate nu mbers of the allowed cars, which are in the library folder, are checked one by one and matched them with the prev ious file (Cars.t xt). If any of the name matches with the car.t xt, the logic will show 1 and the gate will open systematically. Then email notification will be sent to the owners of the car to make inform about the cars status. If none of the reference files matches, the output will be a red light. These processes are done by MATLAB. We have also made a database record for the cars that goes in and gets out with in last 6 hours. We have used a computer with video input device (webcam) and MATLAB programming to detect the optical characters template matching technique. Temp late matching in d igital image processing for recognizing characters is very effective method. It can be used to detect edges in images. Here we used Grey-level template matching.
In matching process, the temp lates' images are moved to all possible points/scale in the source image to compute the numerical indicat ion on success rate of the template matching in that image. This matching is done in pixel-by-pixel.
Optical Character Recognition
The aim o f optical character recognition (OCR) is to identify optical patterns like nu merical nu mbers or letters or symbols in any picture. There are several steps in OCR that includes segmentation, feature ext raction, and classification. Each of these steps is a field unto itself [14] . Figure 3 shows different stages of this process. First, the desired image is converted into grayscale. Then it will be converted in threshold binary. The image will be then compared with a set of alphabet and number image that we stored as templates. The conversion and matching will make an output of successful matching in a text document. Fig. 4 shows the process of storing matched image into a text document.
The algorith m that was followed during the process is briefly described below- 
The Classification Process
Classification is common for any kind of classifier. There are two main steps in developing classifier training and testing. These steps can be split into mo re sub-steps [6, 16] . Fig. 5 shows the block diagram representation of the sub-steps of this classification process. 
a) Training
• Pre-processing -Processes the collected data so it is in a suitable form for later processes.
• Feature abstraction -Minimizes the total amount of data by extracting related information, usually results in a vector of scalar values.
• Model Estimat ion -for each class of the training data, the finite set of feature vectors needs to estimate as a model.
b) Testing
• Pre-processing-(same as above)
• Feature extraction -(same as above)
• Classification -Differentiate the feature vectors to several models and extract the highest possible match.
These steps are performed in OCR [17] .
1. Binarizat ion-It is converting an image of up to 256 gray levels to a black and white image.
2. Morphological Operators -Removes holes and isolated specks from the characters.
3. Segmentation -Confirms connectivity of outlines labels and separate. Using the b wlabel' and 'regionprops' functions of MATLAB, it can done easily [16] . Seg mentation is the most important stage of the pre-processing method. It assists the recognizer to extract features fro m indiv idual character. In the case of handwritten text, wh ich is more co mp lex, it becomes more d ifficu lt as characters are tending to be lin ked to each other. The overall process of OCR in this project is shown in Figure 6 . 
V. Design of the Interfacing Circuit
To design the control setup, we used eight relays, two ULN2003 IC and a 12V power supply. The circuit is connected as shown in Fig.7 below. When a signal comes to first pin of the ULN2003, it amp lifies the current and relay is switched on. As the relay is closed, the motor gets a pulse to rotate one-step of 1.8 degrees.
The next co mes to the s econd pin, and the second relay causes another step rotation. As the ULN p in keeps getting sequential signal, the motor keep rotating [18] . The number o f signal required is set by the program and the motors are controlled. The same thing is done for other motors. We used three motors. Two for the sliding gates and one for the crossing bar.
A unipolar stepper motor has two windings per phase, one for each direction of magnetic field. Since in this arrangement a magnetic pole can be reversed without switching the direction of current, the co mmutation circuit can be made very simple (eg. a single transistor) for each wind ing. Typically, given a phase, one end of each winding is made co mmon: g iving three leads per phase and six leads for a typical two phase motor. Often, these two-phase commons are internally jo ined, so the motor has only five leads.
Phase shifting of the stepper motor: Step angle
"0" means grounding
After the character recognition process, the text is stored. We do the same thing to all the reference image plates one by one and store them in other text documents. When a car arrives at the garage gate, we compare two texts, one stored immed iately after the car has approached and another, which was stored in the lib rary previously. Block diag ram of this process is depicted in Figure 9 .
After comparing the two texts in MATLAB, we defined a variable, which will get logic 1, and we will run a loop in the three motors to open the garage doors and pulley using smart controlling features [18, 19] . 
VI. Performance Analysis
We have taken two pictures as a reference and stored in the library &
Observation 1:
When we bring a car having a number plate of CTG 253, it senses the number and passes the car by opening the gate. After it passes the second plate, the gates get closed.
The same result happens after we change the number plate to DHK 253. Now we bring a car having a number plate of CTG 253
It senses the number and glows a red light on the top of the cross bar
The same result happens after we change the number plate to DHK 617 
VII. Features and Applications
This is a very simp le device to operate in any location with a cheaper cost. All the materials are available locally. As of the security purpose, it can be customized or mod ified to make the security level higher. As there is a weight sensor to activate the proceedings, the system does not work when only a license plate is shown to the camera. The system works even when the license plate is tilted a little bit. The practical application of the project is very wide. So me places where our project can be put to use, where specific cars are allowed to enter. For future work, we would like to improve recognition pattern in the physical d imension of the car. As such, the shape of the car can also be taken in the account for matching.
LVDT and IR sensor can be used instead of weight sensors to feel the presence of a vehicle. Furthermore, the gate can be made shutter type rather sliding one. This will save space and will be mo re suitable for domestic purposes. In addition, this system can also be used to keep records for the entire housing area of days and months so that the security purpose gets full filled.
VIII. Conclusion
The main aim of this project is to imp lement the LPR method to establish a secure garage system. Though we used gray-scale templates matching, hybrid method has a better performance in LPR. Ho wever, as the vehicle will have no motion during the snapshot. Thus, it is quite reliable. We can easily make a database of the cars that goes in and out in the garage. Furthermore, we can create a center alert system easily by using system. The pulley and the siding doors can be replaced by shuttle door that are used in personal garages. We can easily change the language of the LPR by just changing templates set. Alternatively, can use more than one language by just adding more language templates set in the templates archive. Considering our limitations, the purpose to design and analysis of an automated secure garage system with LPR can contribute in local garage system with affordable price and adjustable features. It can also contain a social security value.
